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9 facts about peacocks; why you’re probably calling them the
wrong thing | WFTV
The Indian peafowl or blue peafowl (Pavo cristatus), a large
and brightly coloured bird, is a species of peafowl native to
the Indian subcontinent, but introduced in many other parts of
the world. The male, or peacock, is predominantly blue with a
fan-like crest of . Nearly seven different call variants have
been identified in the peacocks.
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Between myths and science, the mating habits of the peacock |
Explained News, The Indian Express
But to see wild peacocks, you'll need to go to India and Sri
Lanka. Where hunted, peacocks are shy and rarely seen, and
give loud alarm calls when startled.
Reports on CONSERVATION OF NATIONAL BIRD OF INDIA GlobalGiving
When I visited India recently, I was woken by a strange noise
The first issue is the call of a peacock, which rivals the
early morning crow of a.
Why is peacock the national bird of India? - Times of India
In , the peacock was declared the National Bird of India
because Though peacocks are beautiful looking birds their
calls are loud,harsh.
Cornell Lab of Ornithology
In the manner of a travelogue, India: The Peacock's Call is
also a memoir, blending an account of the author's travels in
India between and with .
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If you keep peacocks, you need to be ready to deal with the
possibility of having the equivalent of a small but vicious
guard dog on your premises. To combat this, the villagers with
foresight grow additional crops, keeping in mind the peacock
consumption. PleaseenableJavascriptandrefreshthispage. Search
Go. Stellar line-up is confirmed for Kennedy Summer School An
exciting line-up of speakers has been announced for There's no
doubt that peacocks are beautiful creatures: the fully spread
tail of a peacock is a glorious sight. Connectwithus.The
peafowl was perched on a tree. The second explanation suggests
that "the cost of trait expression may vary with environmental
conditions," so that a trait that is indicative of a
particular quality may not work in another environment.
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